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dismissals by doing your
development and optimizing
oriented PLCs Facilitate the
school improvement efforts!
development of study questions homework! Are you faced with
the difficult task of teacher
Combining professional
Enable PLC members to
evaluations? Does the burden of
learning communities (PLCs) develop, analyze, and share
and action research, this step-by-research results Lead successful proof fall to you in cases of
teacher dismissals? For over a
step guide provides coaches,
renewal and reform efforts
decade, principals have turned to
The Educator's Guide to
workshop leaders, and staff
LGBT+ Inclusion Corwin
The Marginal Teacher as a
developers with strategies,
resource for ensuring
activities, and tools to develop Press
Extensively
revised,
this
instructional competency in their
inquiry-oriented PLCs. The
new
edition
provides
the
schools. This third edition of The
authors present essential
theoretical underpinnings of Marginal Teacher offers timely
elements of a healthy PLC, case
practitioner action research
solutions for successfully dealing
studies of inquiry-based PLCs,
as well as the "how-to"
with marginal teachers. Lawrence
and lessons learned for
information necessary for
illustrates the proper actions that
improving coaching practices. classroom application.
principals should integrate into
Sample projects and reflection Changing the Grade Corwin
the evaluation processes to
prompts will help readers:
Press
successfully gather
Organize, assess, and maintain Updated Edition of Bestseller!
documentation to help improve
high-functioning, inquirySimplify complicated teacher
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or terminate an ineffective
of teacher dismissal.
program or enrich an
teacher. Complete with tools and The Reflective
existing one. The
resources to streamline the
Educator’s Guide to
author provides
evaluation process, you'll find: Professional
strategies to assist
An updated PC or Mac CDDevelopment Teachers students who are in
ROM with customizable forms, College Press
special programs, who
checklists, calendars, and teacher The ‘nuts and bolts’ may be at risk, or
dismissal documentation
of supporting an
who simply need
Understanding the evaluation
inclusive program or additional support to
process, procedures, policies,
implementing a new
be successful.
and new legislation Handling
one! Helping teachers Offering 108
nontenured teacher,dismissal
meet all students’
reproducible forms
Integrating classroom
learning needs in
and a complete
observation techniques Dealing today’s diverse
resources section,
with teacher misconduct
classrooms, this
this practical guide
Incorporating action steps for
comprehensive
covers: Reading and
conducting the school level
resource shows how to written language
dismissal meeting Let this time- establish an
accommodations
tested guide ease the difficult task inclusive education
Strategies for daily
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assignments and
assessments Teaching
strategies for
mathematics
Approaches for
improving student
behavior
A Principal's Guide to
Special Education (3rd
Edition) Hcpro Incorporated
Print+CourseSmart

sound educational principles.

shares key leadership
Educators' Guide to Korea lessons and advice on
Springer
how to inspire creativity,
A Guide to Leadership
increase efficiency, and
and Management in
tap into the talents of your
Higher Education shares diverse, multi-generational
an innovative approach to staff. This guide offers
supervision, leadership,
practical and detailed
and management in the
advice on establishing
higher education
new relationships, setting
workplace. Drawing from expectations, encouraging
An Educator's Guide to
humanism and positive
Children's Mental Health
accountability, addressing
ASCD
psychology, Fitch and Van conflict, and supervising
Use this facilitator's guide to
Brunt weave together a
difficult staff. Focusing on
help educators maximize the compelling narrative for
how to build and
strengths of students in
managing employees
strengthen connections
inclusive classrooms and meet
across
generational
through genuineness and
curriculum standards for all
differences. This book
learners while maintaining
empathic caring, this book
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answers that ring true for you. teachers and educators to
Rely on this book of ideas for sustain well-being in the face
self-care for educators and
of workplace overload and
develop ongoing habits for
potential burnout. Use the My
wellness: Use this resource on Wellness Action journaling
The Educator's Guide to
your own or as a book study to spaces designed to encourage
LGBT+ Inclusion Routledge
guide staff through a reflective, thoughtful reflection to
Educator and teacher wellness goal-setting process. Observe wellness and self-care plans
is a personal journey. And like the importance of self-care for for teachers and educators.
all journeys, there are starts,
teachers and other educators Learn how to monitor your selfstops, and bumps in the road. and how a commitment to daily care progress and design an
The question becomes, how
self-care and well-being leads actionable wellness plan for
do we bring our best selves to to a more fulfilling, successful next steps. View videos that
our students and colleagues
life in and outside of the school highlight the authors' personal
each day? Designed as a
setting. Review the four
experiences with the four
reflective journal and
dimensions of educator selfdimensions of educator or
guidebook, Educator Wellness care and wellness--(1)
teacher well-being. Access the
by Timothy D. Kanold and
physical, (2) mental, (3)
Educator Wellness--Rating,
Tina H. Boogren will take you emotional, and (4) social--and Reflecting, Planning, and Goalon a deep exploration where
12 corresponding routines.
Setting protocol. Contents:
you will uncover profound
Explore self-care activities for About the Authors Introduction

provides important
guidance for today’s
college and university
leaders.
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Chapter 1: The Physical
teachers provide top-notch
Wellness Dimension Chapter support for all students. In
2: The Mental Wellness
addition to an all-new
Dimension Chapter 3: The
Emotional Wellness Dimension section that outlines the
basics of the RTI model
Chapter 4: The Social
and intervention
Wellness Dimension

The Principal's Guide to
Managing School
Personnel Routledge
The essential guide for
teaching effectively in the
inclusive classroom! The
third edition of this
handbook offers easy-toimplement ideas,
recommendations, and
answers to questions to
help general education

strategies, this resource
covers: 13 categories
recognized under IDEA
2004 for which students
may be eligible to receive
special education services
A step-by-step explanation
of the special education
process Accommodations
and modifications to help
students access the
general education

curriculum The transition
process for students with
special needs
From Staff Room to
Classroom Sigma Theta
Tau
For three editions, teacher
preparation and
professional development
providers have turned to this
bestselling how-to guide for
its authentic approach to
teacher inquiry and how to
harness it for the greatest
transformational effect. In
this edition, readers explore
contemporary as well as
enduring real-life examples
of data-driven classrooms.
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Featuring helpful exercises
and step-by-step
instructions, this edition
explores: • equity and social
justice and the role inquiry
plays in tackling it •
professional practice
doctoral programs as ripe
context for inquiry • the role
literature plays in teacher
research
The Educator's Guide to
Texas School Law Corwin
Press
This practical book will help
readers understand what
STEAM is, how it differs
from STEM, and how it can
be used to engage students

in K–8 classrooms. The
authors present a
conceptual model with
recommendations and
classroom examples
illustrating various key
aspects of STEAM teaching
in action, including creating
the correct teaching
environment, integrating
STEAM content, and
supporting students as they
develop STEAM-related
skills. The model includes
specific strategies such as
problem-based learning,
student choice, technology
integration, and teacher
facilitation. Each chapter

incorporates elements of
connected learning—a type of
learning that draws on
students’ interests that
teachers can capitalize on
when using STEAM to
address real-world
problems.Readers will find
easy-to-understand
examples of what STEAM
education looks like in a
variety of classrooms, and
will hear from teachers,
instructional coaches,
principals, and
administrators about what it
takes to ensure that STEAM
is a schoolwide success.
“Provides inspiration to
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sustain readers through this learning experiences for
chapter discusses the basics
challenging work by
students.” —Nicole Beeman- of teaching and learning in
emphasizing the rewards for Cadwallader, National Math the specific environment,
both students and educators and Science Initiative
followed by scenarios that
who engage in STEAM
Out of Darkness Corwin
focus on the issues
education.” —From the
Press
encountered by nursing
Foreword by Deborah
This book presents
faculty in these settings. The
Hanuscin, Western
essential teaching skills and scenarios present the key
Washington University “This tools for nurse educators. It issues under consideration,
text will be appreciated by
begins with a discussion of recommend actions that
school and district staff
the trends in nursing
faculty members can
interested in implementing education and the principles institute to address the
STEAM education for
of teaching and learning.
issues, and describe
students.” —Kevin
The book then explores
rationales and solutions
O’Gorman, chief academic topics such as classroom
based on best evidence. The
officer, Berkeley County
teaching, clinical
book also includes specific
School District, SC “This
experiences, teaching in the tools designed to assist
book will become a go-to for simulation laboratory, and
nurse educators in
crafting meaningful STEAM online learning. Each
preparation for the teaching
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role, such as examples of
course syllabi, program
outcomes, clinical contracts,
and action plans. Nurse
Educator’s Guide to Best
Teaching Practice is a
valuable resource for novice
and experienced educators
in managing the challenges
inherent in nursing
education.
Studying Your Own School
Sigma
Mentors will discover
strategies for meeting the
diverse needs of their
mentor/mentee
relationships, developing
useful mentoring tools, and

continuing to learn and grow efforts or a seasoned nursing
staff development specialist,
professionally.
The Reflective Educator’s
Guide to Professional
Development Corwin
Staff Educator’s Guide to
Clinical Orientation, 2E guides
readers in creating and
sustaining a high-quality
orientation and onboarding
program that meets the needs
of nurses, organizations, and
patients. In this fully revised
second edition, authors Alvin
Jeffery, Robin Jarvis, and Amy
Word-Allen provide all the
tools staff educator’s need to
successfully develop a nursing
and healthcare workforce.
Whether the staff educator is
new to leading orientation

this book will help readers: ·
Understand and use the
ADDIE model · Analyze,
design, and implement an
orientation program · Evaluate
an individual’s competency ·
Conduct surveys and focus
groups · Manage orientee
errors and personality conflicts

The Reflective Educator’s
Guide to Mentoring Corwin
Press
An essential handbook for
educating students in the
21st century, since its initial
publication A Principal's
Guide to Special Education
has provided guidance to
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school administrators
leadership, collaborative
seeking to meet the needs of teaching and learning
students with disabilities.
communities, discipline
The third edition of this
procedures for students with
invaluable reference,
disabilities, and responding
updated in collaboration with to students' special
and endorsed by the
education needs within a
National Association of
standards-based
Elementary School
environment.
Principals and the National Teaching in Nursing and Role
of the Educator University of
Association of Secondary
Texas Press
School Principals and
We all know how important it
incorporating the
is to help professional nurses
perspectives of both
maintain and grow their
teachers and principals,
competence in order to
addresses such current
provide excellent care for the
issues as teacher
people they serve, but when
accountability and
busy nurse educators and
evaluation, instructional
development specialists are

often just trying to “put out the
next fire”, they need a concise,
just-in-time aid to help make
competency assessments and
educational delivery programs
successful for their nurses.
From assessing and evaluating
competency, to developing
creative learning activities, to
revising large educational
programs, Staff Educator’s
Guide to Nursing
Competences book explores
the nuts and bolts of nursing
professional development
practice (along with some
theory) related to promoting
competency. Whether you’re
new to leading assessment
and development programs or
a seasoned nursing staff
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development specialist, this
book will help you: Design,
develop, and analyze
professional development
activities Implement
professional development
activities Evaluate and
individual’s growth Evaluate
an education program’s
performance Understand
ethical and legal consideration
Use technology to enhance
learning activities

Staff Educator’s Guide to
Professional Development:
Assessing and Enhancing
Nurse Competency Corwin
Many educators agree that
the 100-point grading model
is not always a reliable way

to evaluate student learning. the barriers to change—such
But is there another way to as concerns about how
more accurately and
colleges and employers will
equitably grade students and interpret an alternative
provide high-quality
grading model—Cornue
information to parents while offers a concrete structure
fostering student learning? If for changing the grading
so, why haven’t school
system, providing guidance
districts across the country on: • Thinking in a new way
changed their practices? In about why grades are given
Changing the Grade, author and the purpose of a report
and educator Jonathan
card grade; • Identifying
Cornue presents a detailed what needs to be changed
model for developing a more and what actions must be
reliable, standards-based
taken to facilitate the
grading system—including 30change; • Building a team of
steps to guide you through stakeholders—including
the process. In addition to
teachers, principals, and
identifying and addressing guidance counselors—to lead
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the change process; •
includes helpful samples of administrators and
Developing the new
standards-based
managers a clear
standards-based grading
gradebooks, homework
understanding of various
structure; • Designing
assignments, rubrics, and
techniques that can be
standards-based
report cards. If you are
used to provide cost
assignments and
interested in making a
efficient staff orientation,
assessments that align with systemic and systematic
training, and continuing
a new grading structure; •
shift to a high-quality grading
education.
Avoiding grade inflation; and structure that is far less
The General Educator's
• Getting buy-in from
subjective than many
teachers and other staff
commonly found in schools, Guide to Special
Education Corwin Press
members, principals,
consider Changing the
A 2016 Michael L. Printz
administrators, the board of Grade.
Honoree "This is East
education, and the
Ediucator Wellness
Texas, and there's lines.
community by demonstrating Corwin
Lines you cross, lines you
that the change process is In this much-needed
don't cross. That clear?"
intentional, research-based, resource, a national
New London, Texas. 1937.
student-focused, and
authority on health care
Naomi Vargas and Wash
permanent. The book also
training offers hospital
Fuller know about the lines
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in East Texas as well as
anyone. They know the
signs that mark them. They
know the people who
enforce them. But
sometimes the attraction
between two people is so
powerful it breaks through
even the most entrenched
color lines. And the
consequences can be
explosive. Ashley Hope
Pérez takes the facts of the
1937 New London school
explosion—the worst school
disaster in American
history—as a backdrop for a
riveting novel about
segregation, love, family,

and the forces that destroy
people.
Staff Development Guide for
the Parallel Curriculum
Corwin Press
Tap the power of emotional
intelligence and watch
school-wide achievement
soar "Bringing all this
information together in one
spot is quite a contribution.
There isn't too much
research or theory here, but
lots
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